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Introduction 

Long-term operational experience of the HTR experimental reactors 
Dragon ( 1966 - 1975), Peach Bottom (1967 - 1974) and AVR 
(since 1 9 6 7 ) has yielded a large number of common quantitative 
and qualitative results about the sources and behaviour of 
helium impurities in the primary circuits. Additional infor
mation has also been obtained from experiments made at the 
three reactors. The results at the AVR are particularly in
teresting because the gas outlet temperature can be varied 
from 770° С to 950° С when the reactor power is kept constant. 
Hence they can be studied according to the temperature dependence 
of all chemical reactions. It should be possible to apply 
the results from the operating measurements and experiments 
made at the reactors, in particular the interrelation of the 
impurity concentrations, to future reactors. The absolute 
values of these impurity concentrations are obtained first 
and foremost by the corresponding helium purification constants. 



Sources of the helium impurities 

Experience has shown that the helium in the primary circuit 
of the reactors is constantly contaminated during normal operation, 
mostly in very different ways, by the ingress of impurities, 
water and air in particular. An early assumption, namely 
that frequent tiny leaks in the steam generator which 
occurred during normal operation constituted a basic cause 
of the impurities in the primary circuit, has proved 
incorrect. Rather, it is an important operational result 
that the steam generators were mainly dense. Any leaks 
which did occur led to significant water ingresses, followed 
immediately by a shut-down of the reactor. 

Small, but not unimportant amounts of water and air adsorbed 
on graphite were found to have entered the core in fresh 
fuel elements in pebble bed reactors. 

A new realisation is that the major part of the hydrogen 
occurring during normal operation originates from a diffusion 
process in the secondary circuit. 

Adsorption on graphite 

Despite the relatively high graphite temperatures of 
approximately 300° С to 1100°C, considerable amounts of gas 
were chemically adsorbed on graphite (Ref. /1/). Quantitative 

statements can be made for nitrogen and hydrogen from 
radiochemical measurements if the concentration profiles 
of C-14 and H-3 are measured in graphite samples taken from 
the core, e.g. in discharged fuel elements. C-14 is produced 
from N-14 by an n, p reaction. These measurements indicate 
that in the AVR less than 0.1 % of the hydrogen and nitrogen 
present in the primary circuit occurs in the gas phase. 

There is no analogue radiochemical method for oxygen. However, 
it may be concluded from desorption measurements of carbon 
monoxide on reactor graphite that can be compared to similar 
hydrogen and nitrogen measurements that the adsorption 
behaviour of oxygen resembles that of hydrogen and nitrogen. 
Accordingly, the volume of oxygen chemically adsorbed on the 
core graphite should move in a higher order of magnitude to 
that measured in the gas phase. 

These chemical adsorption mechanisms are not yet fully 
understood. In all probability, radiation effects also play 
a part. This would account for the very high hydrogen concen
tration of 50 to 100 ppm in the graphite, found in graphite 
samples taken from the AVR. 

A large number of the chemically adsorbed impurities almost 
certainly remain permanently adsorbed and play no further 



part in chemical reactions. The adsorbed gases found near 
the surface, however, significantly influence the impurities 
in the circuit. 

- Adsorbed gases are released with every rise in 
temperature, particularly, for example, during 
start-up conditions. An increase in all helium 
impurities is observed. Some of the impurities 
released are removed by the helium purification plant. 
Others are readsorbed. The state of equilibrium 

is normally only achieved after some hours; after 
water or air ingress accidents, only after a long 
period. 

- All chemical reactions are influenced by the adsorbed 
gases. Exchange reactions also occur. Adsorbed 
tritium, for example, is displaced from the graphite 
surfaces by surplus hydrogen in the gas phase. 

- The release of absorbed gases, even if only slight, 
must also be expected in steady state conditions 
where there are no ingresses of water or air. 
Hence there will always be a certain basic amount 
of impurities. 

Water 

As mentioned in the introduction, very slight water concentrations 
are detected when the experimental reactors are operating 
normally. The values measured are in the region of 1.5 - 1 /Ubar. 
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It is interesting to note that the values for the three 
reactors are approximately the same although the water sources 
are different on account of the different reactor designs. 
An all-important reason for the very low water concentrations 
is the great chemical reactivity of the core, i.e. the high 
temperature of 1000°C causes graphite to react rapidly with 
any water present. Hence the concentration of the reaction 
products H£ and CO must be observed in addition to the 
coolant humidity when leaks are to be recognised. With 
reference to the AVR reactor Figure 1 shows the CO and 
concentrations plotted against one another over a certain 
period at a constant temperature in a leak-free operating 
phase. The CO values are clearly seen to be independent of 
the H2 values. Figure 2 shows analogue measuring values, 
plotted in the same way, in an operating phase with small 
quantities of water in the circuit. Here, in contrast to 
Figure 1, a linear dependence can be identified. 

Still referring to the AVR reactor, the low water concentration 
of approximately 1.5 i^ubar present in normal operation can 
be accounted for by the loading of fresh fuel elements in 
which small amounts of water are always adsorbed. Some 100 mg 
H2O is adsorbed in addition to other impurities (CO, Hg, 
in a fuel sphere; these are released in the hot core. When 
60 fuel elements are loaded daily there is an ingress rate 
of approximately 6 g per day. The water released is "transformed 
according to the chemical reactivity of the core. The water 



concentration can be calculated thus 

W H 2 O 

H 20 in the circuit g 

water ingress rate gh 

helium purification constant h - 1 

integral chemical reactivity h 

The helium purification constant of the AVR primary circuit 
is oC = 0.04 h , the integral chemical reactivity for a gas 
outlet temperature of 850°C is 2.3 h~ 1 (Ref. /2/). A daily 
addition of 60 fuel elements produces a stationary water 
concentration of approximately 0.8 ^ubar. Another, constant, 
source of water is obtained by the radiolytic reaction 

H 2 + С (0) } н2о + С 

The expression in brackets is intended to indicate that the 
oxygen chemically adsorbed on graphite reacts with the 
diffused hydrogen. As already mentioned in the section 
entitled "Adsorption on graphite", appreciable amounts of 
oxygen are also sorbed on graphite, given the relatively high 
temperatures in an HTR core. 

M 

N H 2 0 ' 

w 
W H 2 O ' 

cC : 

Rc 

The ingress rate derived from this reaction is, however, lower 
by comparison. A water formation rate of mol h - 1 was 
measured for a water concentration of 10 vpm in experiments 
performed in the Dragon reactor (Ref /3/)- Ii this measured 

value is applied to the AVR reactor, taking into consideration 
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the different reactor power, a ^ = 2.3 times greater water 
formation rate of 1.84 - 10"° mol/h, which corresponds to 
approximately 0.8 g Н 20/рег day, is obtained. This value must 
be set in relation to the some 6 g Н 20/рег day which enters 
the circuit through fresh fuel elements. 

Long-term operational experience of the three reactors with 
the low water concentrations measured gives reason to believe 
that the H 20 concentrations in the primary circuits of 
future reactors will produce similarly low values. 

Hydrogen 

As mentioned at the beginning, the relatively high hydrogen 
concentrations can be accounted for by diffusion from the 
steam-water circuit. According to the Schikorr reaction 

4 H 20 + 3 Fe » F e3°4 + 4 ^ 

hydrogen is produced in steam and diffused comparatively 
easily in statu nascendi. 

The process is enhanced by the catalytic influence of 
hydrazin. The hydrogen concentrations in the helium circuits 



depend on the gas purification constants. The following table 
gives average hydrogen concentrations normalised with the 
corresponding purification constants. 

Hp concentration Gas purification H~ ingress rate 
constant -1 -1 /Ubar h /Ubar h 

Dragon 2 0.5 1 
A V R 100 0.04 4 
Peach Bottom 200 0.2 40 

The high values obtained at Peach Bottom are attributable to 
frequent minor ingresses of oil. The steam temperature, 
40°C higher than at the AVR, was probably another factor. 
Hydrogen concentrations in the primary circuits of future 
HTRs will be determined in the first instance by the tolerable 
tritium concentrations. Tritium can only be removed by the 
helium purification plant in conjunction with hydrogen. 

Methane 

Unless accidents such as oil ingresses occur, methane is 
formed in a radiolytic reaction according to the general 
expression 

С + 2 H 2 > CH 4 

The reaction mechanism has not yet been fully explained. It 
is a known fact, however, that radiolytic excitation or the 

dissociation of hydrogen which constitutes the first stage in 
the formation of methane, is not effected directly by radiation 
but by excited helium atoms. Probably the most important of 
the various excited states possible is that of metastable 
He (2^S). Metastable helium reacts with hydrogen in xhe 
following way 

He (2 3S) + H 2 » He + H + + H + e 

It is interesting to observe that other gases, e.g. nitrogen 
(Ref. /4/) also react with metastable helium. A sufficient 
excess of nitrogen, for instance, prevents the formation of 
methane. 

Furthermore, ths inhibition effect of nitrogen indicates that 
the number of metastable helium awins in a considered system 
is restricted. Consequently there is no further methane 
formation above a certain hydrogen limit when the hydrogen 
concentration increases. In Figure 3, with reference to the 
AVR reactor, hydrogen and methane concentrations measured 
at a gas temperature of (850°C) are plotted against one 
another. The СНд concentration can be seen to rise in proportion 
to the H 2 concentration up to an H 2 limit of 20 vpm. The CH^ 
does not progress beyond this limit. 

The radiolytic formation of methane which bears no relation 
to temperature when regarded in isolation, is in direct 
contrast to thermal decomposition. Accordingly, methane 



concentration is still dependent on temperature. The CH^ 
concentrations of other HTRs can thus be forecast from the 
respective concentration present and the temperature, 
provided the H 2 limit is not exceeded. With gas temperatures 
of between 700°C and 800°C an H 2 / C H ^ ratio of approximately betw 
10 to AO was measured at the three experimental reactors. This 
result may be regarded as satisfactory given the existing 
differences between the three reactors and the extent of 
measuring accuracy. The greatest number of H 2 and CH^ values, fo 
which the ^/CH r a t i o a t a particular temperature can be 
specified more precisely with better statistical data, was 
measured at the AVR reactor. Only at the AVR was it possible to 
obtain measured values at higher temperatures. 

Hp 

At a gas temperature of 950°C an — ratio of 99.6 1 3.1 was 
identified at the AVR as the mean value of a large number of 
measurements. The ^/CH r a t i o s established at the different 
temperatures show a clear relationship. 

H o 

Figure 4 shows ratios at the AVR in an Arrhenius plot 
as a function of temperature. The activation energy of 
methane decomposition of 72 kcal/mol derived from the measured 
values is borne out satisfactorily by the relevant literature. 

H p 

The ~ ratios established at the AVR are thus confirmed and 
should therefore be applicable to other reactors. 

Carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide 143 

Carbon monoxide concentraticms depend basically cm minor 
ingresses of air, the degassing of fuel elements anci core 
graphite and also on water which may seep im. Whether the 
latter has happened can be deduced, as already mentioned:, front 
hydrogen and carbon monoxide measurements. 

Few predictions can be macs for other ETHs abotrt the 
frequency and extent cf air ingresses. this depending; 
primarily on the reactor design. Assumptions may, Ьс»етге_г» 
be aade from the operating results of the experimental 
reactors. Average CO concentrations, normalized with the 
appropriate helium purification constants» are compilée in 
the table belcw. 

Concentration Helium purification Ingress rate 
const 

ubar h~ T , u b 2 r h T 1 

AVR 500 O.OA 20 
Dragon 10 0.5 5 
Peach Bottom 10 0.2 2 

It can be seen that the ingress rate is greatest at the 
AVR. This is due to the constant loading and. unloading cf fuel 
elements. The smaller share of air is adsorbed on the graphite 
of the new fuel elements while the greater part enters the 



circuit during loading and unloading itself. It should be 
possible to reduce this share in future reactors by 
constructional measures. 

The carbon dioxide concentration depends directly on the 
carbon monoxide concentration, following the Boudouard 
equilibrium. The table below contains a list of the 
C ^ C 0 ? ratios measured at different temperatures in the AVR. 

Mean gas outlet с^/со 
temperature 2 

°C 
700 4.7 
750 6.4 
800 15.2 
850 40 
900 80 
950 190 

If the measured values are indicated on an Arrhenius plot 
(Fig. 5), an apparent activation energy of 44 kcal/mol is 
obtained for the Boudouard reaction under reactor conditions. 
This tallies with the values found in literature on the subject 
Ref /5/. 

Nitrogen 

Nitrogen is of minor interest as regards the reactions of 
graphite to gas. Nitrogen concentrations high enough to inhibit 
the formation of methane are not expected to occur during 
normal operation. By contrast, nitrogen is important on 

account of С 14 formation and the possible nitricing of heat 
exchanger netals. Impurities mist therefore be lisited for 
these reasons. 

Nitrogen enters the core steadily, above all through f s n " " 1 " 1 . 

ingresses of air. An additional source at the Dragon reactor 
was its special mode of operation. Whenever there were 
relatively long shut-down periods the primary circuit vas 
filled with nitrogen. Small amounts of nitrogen regained 
sorbed in the core following the replacement of nitrogen by 
helium; these were released during subsequent operation. A 
further source of nitrogen impurities may be leaks in the 
helium purification plant; the low temperature bed is cooled 
with liquid nitrogen. 

It is interesting to note that the amounts of nitrogen entering 
the primary circuit per time unit were of the same order of 
magnitude in all three reactors, as the following table shows. 

N- concentration Purification No Ingress rate 
constant 

L U B A R H ~ 1 / U B A R H ~ 1 

250 0.04 10 
5 0.5 2.5 
15 0.2 5 

A V R 
Dragon 
Peach Bottom 

The relatively high value at the AVR is chiefly attributable, 
as mentioned in the previous section, to air ingresses 



occurring during handling of the fuel elements. Such high N 2 

ingress rates should be avoided in future reactors by appropriate 
constructional measures. Values such as those achieved at 
Dragon and Peach Bottom are expected to be obtained at future HTRs. 

Conclusion 

Evaluation of the operating experience of the three experimental 
reactors AVR, Dragon and Peach Bottom produces good 
concurrence of the sources and behaviour of the helium 
impurities in the respective primary circuits. Most of the 
differences can be accounted for satisfactorily. It should be 
possible to apply the greater part of the results to future HTRs. 
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